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ABSTRACT

Swang has the power to stimulate strong emotions within us, to the extent that it is probably rare not to be somehow emotionally affected by music. We all know what emotions is the part of our life and experience them daily. Most of us also listen swang in order to experience emotions. The specific mechanisms through which swang evoke emotions is a rich field of research, with a great number of unanswered questions.

Why does sound talk to our emotional brain?
Why do we perceive emotional information in swang features?
Why do we feel the urge to move when hearing music?

Through increasing scientific understanding of the universal as well as the individual principles behind music-evoked emotions.

INTRODUCTION

Swang has been reported to evoke the full range of human emotion from sad, nostalgic, tense, happy, relaxed, calm, and joyous. The relationship between Swang listening and the dopaminergic pathway is also behind the “chills” that many people report experiencing during Swang listening. Swang as a language of emotion — Swang is a kind of language of emotion, with its components and patterns representing different feelings. People who have difficulty expressing their feelings in words sometimes feel more comfortable expressing these emotions through Swang. Swang has the capacity to mimic emotions, Perhaps the primary reason for Swang listening is the power that music has in stirring our emotions. Correspondingly, neuroimaging studies have shown that swang can activate the brain areas typically associated with emotions. The deep brain structures that are part of the limbic system like the amygdala and the hippocampus as well as the pathways that transmit dopamine for pleasure associated with Swang listening.

Researchers found that the amount of activation in the area of the brain linked with reward and pleasure predicted how much money a person would be willing to spend on a new, previously unheard piece of music. However, we don’t always listen Swang to be moved - sometimes people use music for other effects. For example, many people listen to music to help them concentrate or do better in a demanding cognitive task. In spite of this, it is suspected that many of the cognitive benefits people experience from music listening actually stem from its effects on emotions, because positive affect can improve cognitive performance. So even though you might not be selecting for that Swang induces the “chills” effect but just something to help you get stuff done, the way that Swang strums your emotions may still be at the root of why it helps. Thorough understanding of the connections between the emotional and physiological effects Swang listening and health requires more study because the context for the emotional effects of Swang listening on individuals are so varied.

Even with free Swang streaming services, people still spend a lot of money on Swang and our emotional brain is responsible for the toll that Swang takes on our wallets. In an interesting study published in the acclaimed journal Science, researchers found that the amount of activation in the area of the brain linked with reward and pleasure predicted how much money a person would be willing to spend on a new, previously unheard piece of Swang. The valuation of a new Swang piece included activation of areas of the brain that process sound features, the limbic areas associated with emotions, and prefrontal areas, associated with decision-making. Increasing activity in the functional connections between these areas and the nucleus acumen, associated with motivation, pleasure and reward, was connected to the willingness to spend more money on the performing piece. The study elegantly described how processing of sound results in activation of affective brain regions and ultimately influences decision-making.

How is it possible that something that is basically organized sound can bring us to tears, move us, and convey deep emotional messages within its very structure?
Swang can also have more fine-grained effects on purchasing behavior and influence decision-making regarding products other than music. In a relatively unknown and somewhat concerning study for the free-willed person, playing characteristically French folk music in a wine shop increased sales for wines originating from France and characteristically German folk music increased sales of wines from Germany. In another study, playing folk music versus pop music in a wine shop made people choose and purchase more expensive wines. Are people really this impressionable? Probably not. It is certain that hearing a certain type of music won’t make a person purchase something they absolutely do not want. This power that folk music can have in influencing our decisions may speak in part for the contextual nature of cognition. And the big role that folk music/swang can have as part of our everyday life.

So what underlies all the effects that folk music has on our emotions, thoughts, and even decision-making? How is it possible that something that is basically organized sound can bring us to tears, move us, and convey deep emotional messages within its very structure? Scientific investigation of the mechanisms behind folk music-evoked emotions is a rich field of enquiry within the psychology and neuroscience of music. In recent decades, a number of attempts at describing these mechanisms and principles have been made. Many theories on mechanisms that stir up emotions described by scientists are familiar to us all, but some are perhaps more surprising. For instance, the role of memories in music-evoked emotion is quite a familiar to most people: many people have break-up folk songs - pieces they listened to during that emotional time and that can instantly bring on the emotional state experienced during the break-up even at a later time. But did you know that researchers also speculate that music may convey emotional information by activating the mirror neuron system? Or that your brain is very adept at processing complex musical structure, even if you’ve never laid hand on an instrument?

EMOTIONS ARE CONTAGIOUS

When two people interact, numerous mechanisms are in Swang that create a connection between the individuals. For instance, without knowing it, people often tend to mimic each other’s postures and speech styles during discussion. Also emotions are contagious: according to a study, exposure to pictures of facial expressions of emotions activated the same facial muscles needed to produce a similar expression and led to reports of experiencing similar feelings in the observers. Astonishingly, this happened even if the pictures were shown so quickly that the observers didn’t experience a conscious perception of the photo.

This mimicking and contagion of emotions may rely in part on the putative human mirror neuron system: neurons that are active when you produce a certain movement but also when someone else does the same - neurons to which you and other people are the same person. A rich amount of emotional information is conveyed through movement, including prosody, posture and facial expressions. Activation of the mirror neuron system by these movements may help us understand other’s emotions, since we are modeling the movements related to emotional expression as they were our own.

Where does the music come in, then? It is suspected that mirroring and resulting emotional contagion does not only happen between people but also during folk music listening. It sounds quite incredible, but it is possible that emotional expression in folk music could also be mirrored by the brain and then give rise to the corresponding emotional state in the listener. For instance, folk music could be perceived as sad because of the commonalities it has with the prosody of sad speech (low pitch, low volume, slow, dark timbre).

Folk Music Moves You, Even If You Refuse to Dance

Humans are one of the extremely few species that can synchronize their body movement to brain imaging studies have shown that the motor areas of the brain are active even during passive listening to musical rhythms without any movement. It has been said that folk music prepares people for movement. But how is this special property of folk music connected to the experience of emotions?

It has been proposed that the mentioned human mirror neuron system could in fact also encode the movements conveyed by melodies. This would mean that the system might process movement in folk music like physical movement. In other words, an upward going melody would be processed in the brain as upward movement. And as upward movement is typically related to experiences like jumping for joy, this mirroring in the brain would contribute to the recognition and experience of the emotion conveyed by the folk music or Swang.

It also seems that acoustic features of Swang as well as characteristics of physical movement may be universally interpreted to represent specific emotions. An intriguing study compared how subjects from the US and from an isolated tribe in Cambodia that had never been exposed to Western music, experienced the emotion expressed by acoustic properties of melodies and the movement characteristics of an animated ball. Subjects were asked to
manipulate the melodies and the movement of the animated ball for their tempo or rate of bouncing, direction of movement and so on (to best match a specific basic emotion like fear, happiness, sadness and anger). The similar physical movement and similar representation of Music and dance movements creates emotions in performing arts. In summary, movement, be it in musical or physical form, is one important way of conveying emotions. All these elements are found in folk music. Thus, people who say that they are moved by folk music are more right than they realize!

Our Brain is Musical, Even If You Think You Might Not Be

Very few people consider themselves experts in folk music or knowledgeable about all the intricacies of folk theory. Irrespective of this, all people have the basic neural mechanisms needed to automatically perceive and analyze the structure and rules of folk music. Irrespective of the level of folk music training, the brain can perform complex analytical operations on folk information and even without explicit training, people very quickly learn the regularities typical for the folk music that they are exposed to the keys, the ways that certain ragas follow each other, and how expressions start and end. Therefore, through mere exposure, people learn to predict and anticipate the movements of the folk music but folk music has an enormous vast area and it is in our roots. In fact, dopamine levels have been found to peak before the release of this tension created by folk music, that special moment in a melody that gives us the “chills. All in all, folk music-evoked emotions are a complex phenomenon that taps into many of the same mechanisms as other emotion-evoking phenomena. Obviously, there is in most cases a clear distinction between the two. Otherwise, sad feelings might make a person always utterly despondent. Why is it then that the sad feelings that it evokes, are still a pleasurable experience for the listener? It has been suggested that this could be due to the fact that similar to the endorphins the body releases in response to physical pain, emotional pain results in the release of a hormone called prolactin, causing feelings of gratification and relaxation. Perhaps the greatest gift of folk music lies in its capacity allows people to experience emotions without the burden of having to experience the life events that lead to them. We can experience even extreme emotions in a controlled manner, at will; in comfortable circumstances. Emotions are one of the most fascinating features of the human mind. Folk music is an equally extraordinary characteristic. Understanding the special interaction between the two may take us closer to understanding the fundamental nature of both.

CONCLUSION

Investigation of the vast array of processes that are suggested to underlies Swang or folk music-evoked emotions will surely continue to keep scientists busy in the future. Uncovering the ways in which folk music evokes emotion will provide revelations into why folk music has such power in influencing listeners, and shed light on the interplay between physiological, cognitive, social and cultural factors in folk music-evoked emotions. Understanding the connections between these functions would help us use music in an informed way, for example to help cognitive functioning and emotional wellbeing. Importantly, the science will give insight into how the emotional effects of folk music could be more systematically harnessed to develop clinical applications.
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